Protein metabolism in the cancer patient.
The 'flooding' method has been widely used for measuring protein synthesis in animal tissues in vivo and in vitro, employing radioactively labelled amino acids, because it minimises errors in determining the specific radioactivity of the direct precursor of protein synthesis. This approach has now been modified for measuring protein synthesis rates in tumours and healthy tissues of humans by injection of the stable isotopic labels, [1(-13)C]leucine or [2H5]phenylalanine, followed by tissue sampling during surgery. Based on the observation that rates of protein synthesis correlate with changes in the expression of cell proliferation markers, we have suggested that changes in protein synthesis in tumours can be used as indices of changes in tumour growth. Measurements in colorectal cancer patients have shown that protein synthesis is stimulated 80% by feeding, suggesting that the tumour is not a pure parasite, but responds to exogenous nutrients. Moreover, when the composition of the amino acids given to the patient was changed from a balanced mixture to one supplemented with branched chain amino acids, the response of the tumour to feeding was significantly diminished, suggesting that tumour growth might be modulated by diet composition. Dietary supplements of arginine have been shown previously to inhibit tumour growth in animals, probably by activating the immune system. However, in breast cancer patients arginine stimulated tumour protein synthesis, suggesting that arginine might have separate stimulatory effects on the tumour and the immune system, the outcome depending on which effect predominates.